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Abstract - Target recognition and tracking is a very

important research area in pattern recognition. Systems for

target recognition and tracking based on single sensor (radar

or infrared image sensor) have their limitations. We present

the approaches of target recognition and tracking based on

data fusion of radar/infrared image sensors, which can make

use of the complement and redundancy of data from different

sensors. Data fusion at characteristic level can combine

characteristics from different sensors to improve the ability of

object recognition.  Approaches of target recognition based

on inference of rules and a neural classifier are presented to

deal with the recognition of dot targets and surface targets.

Data fusion at decision level can improve the reliability and

anti-interference of object tracking, an approach of object

tracking by on decision certainty is presented.

Keywords:  Target Recognition and Tracking Data Fusion,

Pattern Recognition,  Neural Networks.

1. Introduction

    Target recognition and tracking is a important

research area in pattern recognition. Systems with

single sensor (radar or infrared image sensor) have

their limitations in target recognition and tracking. For

the system with radar sensor, its precision of target

recognition and tracking is relatively low. For the

system with a IR image sensor, its sphere of action is

relatively short, it is affected by weather  environment

(cloud, rain, fog). A system with multi-sensors can fuse

data from different sensors to overcome the limitations

in the system with single sensor, it can make use of the

complementary and redundancy of data from different

sensors to improve the precision of target recognition

and tracking. A system with multi-sensors can improve

the robustness and reliability because failure of signals

from a sensor will not cause failure of the whole

system. So data fusion of multi-sensors become very

important research direction in target recognition and

tracking 3,6,7 . Different kinds of fusion models (for

example, Radar-IR 5 , SAR-IR, Laser radar-FLIR 1 ,

Shipboard radar-IR) are used to realize target

recognition and tracking. According to the levels of

information described, the approaches of data fusion

are usually divided into three classes: fusion at data

level, fusion at characteristic level, fusion at decision

level. Fusion at data level is usually used for fusion of

images obtained from different sensors. Fusion at

characteristic level is usually used for target

recognition according to the characteristics derived by

data from different sensors. Fusion at decision level is

usually used for target tracking by jointly inferences of

tracking decisions derived by data from different

sensors.

    In our system for target recognition and tracking,

radar and infrared image sensors are used. As radar

sensor in our system can provide the information of the

distance and direction of the target (not the image of

the target), data fusion is realized only at characteristic

level and fusion at decision level. For data fusion at

characteristic level, characteristics of a target obtained

from radar can be used in the subsystem based on IR

Image to improve the ability of object recognition;

characteristics of a target obtained from IR image can

be used in the subsystem based on Radar to improve

the ability of object recognition. The approaches of

object recognition based on inference of rules and a

neural classifier are presented in Section 2 to deal with

the recognition of dot targets and surface targets. For

data fusion at decision level, the subsystem based on



IR Image and the subsystem based on Radar infer

decisions of target tracking respectively, the decision

of target tracking in the system is determined by jointly

inference based on decisions of target tracking of made

from the subsystem based on IR Image and the

subsystem based on Radar. An approach of target

tracking based on the decision certainty is presented in

Section 3 to improve the reliability and anti-

interference of target tracking. Following is the

structure of target recognition and tracking system

based on data fusion of Radar and IR image sensors.

Radar Target Recognition and Tracking By Radar

tracking decision characteristics

based on Radar detonator

from IR image

from Radar

Controller for fusion

IR Image Target Recognition and  tracking decision of

tracking decision

Tracking By IR Image

based on IR image

servo-control mechanism for target tracking

fusion at characteristic level

 fusion at decision level

Figure1: Target tracking system based on data fusion

of Radar and IR image sensors

2. Target recognition based on the data fusion
at characteristic level

    For data fusion at characteristic level, characteristics

of a target obtained from radar can be used in the

subsystem based on IR Image to improve the ability of

object recognition; characteristics of a target obtained

from IR Image can be used in the subsystem based on

Radar to improve the ability of object recognition. In

this section, we only discuss the former situation. The

process of target recognition based on IR image

analysis are composed of signal pretreatment (signal

detection, noise elimination), image segmentation,

recognition of objects segmented. Signal pretreatment

based on FFT and other technique is not discussed in

this paper. For image segmentation, a IR image is

transformed into binary image according to the

threshold of grayness, objects in the IR image are

segmented by searching the edges of objects based on

the algorithm of worm tracking (see figure 2, figure 3).

According to area (number of pixels) of  objects

segmented, the recognition of objects segmented is

divided into two classes: recognition of dot targets,

face targets. When the area of a object segmented is

less than 3 3, the object is seen as dot target; When the

area of a object segmented is equal to or greater than

3 3, the object is seen as face target. Rule-based

reasoning is used to deal with the recognition of dot

targets; classifier based on neural network is used to

deal with the recognition of surface targets.

    

Figure 2 (left) an IR image, Figure 3 (right) Segmentation

 of the IR image based on worm tracking

2.1 Recognition of dot targets based on inference of rules

   For a dot target, its characteristics obtained from a IR

image is limited, the recognition of a dot target is

mainly based on intelligent models. Intelligent models

in our system are: the experimental relations between

the distance of a dot target (obtained from the

subsystem based on Radar) and the area of the target in

the IR image; the prediction of motion direction of a



dot target; the continuity of motion path of a dot target.

    For a specific IR image sensor, its waveband and

resolution is defined, the possible biggest area of a

target under its known distance can be estimated.

Especially for a dot target (its distance is long), the

experimental relations between the distance of a dot

target and its area in the IR image is relatively stable.

For simplification of mathematical model of the

relations, only the thresholds of maximum distance

R1,R2,R3 need to be estimated under different areas (1,

2 2, 3 3) of a dot target. R1 means that a dot target has

1 area only if its distance less than R1; R2 means that a

dot target has 2 2 area only if its distance less than R2;

R3 means that a dot target has 3 3 area only if its

distance less than R3. So under known distance and

area of a dot target, if the experimental relation is not

satisfied, then the dot target is false target; if the

experimental relation is satisfied, then the dot target

will be recognized further.

    For a true target, the direction of target motion

predicated by the subsystem with Radar should be

consistent with the direction of target motion

predicated by the subsystem based on IR Image.

Considering the complexity of the transform of space

coordinate, the predication of the direction of target

motion in a IR image is simplified by cross division

(left up, left down, right up, right down).

   According to the variation of the central position of a

dot target in the sequence of two IR images, the

direction of target motion can be predicated. Assume

the coordinate of the IR Image is :   0     X

The central position of a target in the sequence of two

IR images are: (x1,y1), (x2,y2).  Y

If x1< x2, y1< y2, then the prediction of target motion in

the IR image is right up.

If x1< x2, y1> y2, then the prediction of target motion in

the IR image is right down.

If x1> x2, y1< y2, then the prediction of target motion in

the IR image is left up.

If x1> x2, y1> y2, then the prediction of target motion in

the IR image is left down.

  Meanwhile according to the direction of target motion

obtained by the subsystem based on Radar, and the

relations of angles among axes of the missile, radar and

IR image sensor, the direction of target motion in the

IR image can be predicated. The following is the figure

about the relations of angles among axes of the missile,

radar and IR image sensor, where OX0 is the

coordinate of the earth; OX1 is the axis of the missile;

OXR is the axis of Radar; OXI is the axis of IR Image;

OM is the line of vision to the target (M is the target);
Φ R is the angle between axes of Radar and the missile;

Φ I  is the angle between axes of IR Image and the

missile; ∆qR  is the angle between the axis of Radar

and the line of vision to the target.

                            M

                            XI

                     ∆q I        XR

                           Φ R  X1

                ∆qR  Φ I

       O                                    X0

Assume Φ R x , Φ Ix , ∆qRx  are respective projection of

Φ R , Φ I , ∆qR  in the horizontal direction; Φ Ry ,

Φ Iy , ∆qRy  are respective projection of Φ R , Φ I , ∆qR

in the vertical direction.
If Φ ∆ ΦRx Rx Ixq+ < , Φ ∆ ΦRy Ry Iyq+ > , then the

prediction of target motion in the IR image is right up.
If Φ ∆ ΦRx Rx Ixq+ < , Φ ∆ ΦRy Ry Iyq+ < , then the

prediction of target motion in the IR image is right

down.
If Φ ∆ ΦRx Rx Ixq+ > , Φ ∆ ΦRy Ry Iyq+ > , then the

prediction of target motion in the IR image is left up.
If Φ ∆ ΦRx Rx Ixq+ > , Φ ∆ ΦRy Ry Iyq+ < , then the

prediction of target motion in the IR image is left

down.



   If two predictions are not consistent with each other,

then the dot target is a false target; If two predictions

are consistent with each other, then the dot target will

be recognized further.

2.2 Recognition of face targets based on a neural

classifier

    When the distance of a target is short, the

topological shape of the target in the IR Image, the

variation of position and motion direction of the target

between a sequence of two IR images are strongly

affected by the distance and motion direction between

the target and the missile. Their mathematical relations

are complicated and difficult for modeling. Because of

the characteristics of self-learning, self-adaptation and

fault-tolerance, neural network has been widely

researched and applied 2 . Multi-layer perceptron

network is used to realize a fault-tolerance classifier for

recognition of face targets. IR images of face targets

under different distances and directions are used to

train the neural network.

    Following characteristics of target are used as inputs

of the neural classifier:

n distance of the target obtained from the subsystem

with Radar.

n area of the target in the IR image, the variation of

areas of the target in the sequence of two IR

images.

n the mean grayness of pixels of the target.

n the variation of centrum positions of the target in

the sequence of two IR images.

n the topological shape of the target (e.g. ratio of

length to width, the number of forks in the frame

extracted. see figure 4, figure 5 )

n the direction of the target motion predicated by

radar and the relation of angles among the axes of

the missile, Radar and IR Image.

Figure 5 (left): targets in a IR image ,

Figure 6 (right): The extracted frame of the targets

Classification model for target recognition can be learned

automatically by a multi-layer perceptron networks

(figure 6) according to a pair of training examples. Nodes

Z1...ZM in the input layer represent the descriptors of

characteristics of a target to be recognized. O1...OK in the

output layer represent the result of recognition of the

target. d1...dK represent the desired output of O1...OK;

For example, d1=1, d2=0 represents that the target is

recognized as true target d1=0, d2=1 represents that the

target is recognized as false target.  According to Error

Back-Propagation Algorithm and differences between the

desired and actual neuron's response, weights of the

output layer and the hidden layer W W yo
t← + ηδ ,

V V zy
t← + ηδ    are adjusted until cumulative cycle error

is less than Emax.

For example, the characteristics of a target obtained from

the subsystem based on Radar and the subsystem based

on IR Image are inputted into the neural classifier. The

outputs of the classifier are: O1=0.9, O2=0.1, then the

face target is recognized as true target and will be tracked

according to the variation of its centrum positions in the

IR image.



3. Target tracking based on decision fusion

  After data fusion at characteristic level, a true target is

recognized by the subsystem based on Radar and the

subsystem based on IR Image. The subsystem based on

Radar gives the decision of target tracking  q Radar

.

(tracking angular velocity of the axis of Radar); the

subsystem based on IR Image gives the decision of

target tracking q IR

.

 (tracking angular velocity of the

axis of IR Image); according to these two respective

decisions data fusion at decision level is to make joint

decision of target tracking q fusion

.

 (tracking angular

velocity of the missile). According to the flight stage of

the missile, data fusion at decision level is divided into

three stages (initial stage, middle stage, end stage).

1) At initial stage (the distance of the target is long,

IR Image sensor can not detect the target), the

decision of target tracking given by the

subsystem based on Radar is used to control the

servo mechanism of the missile to track the

target; that is, q qfusion Radar

. .
= , and is used to

guide the servo mechanism of IR Image to track

the target so that the target will be in the visual

angle of IR Image sensor.

2) At end stage (the distance of the target is short,

the subsystem based on IR Image can recognize

and track a target independently and reliably),

the decision of target tracking given by the

subsystem based on IR Image is used to control

the servo mechanism of the missile to track the

target; that is,  q qfusion IR

. .
= , because at end

stage the decision of target tracking given by the

subsystem based on IR Image is more reliable

than that given by the subsystem based on

Radar.

3) At middle stage (the subsystem based on IR

Image can detect the target but can not

recognize and track a target independently),

factor “decision certainty” is introduced to

realize data fusion at decision level, which

represents the relatively certainty of decisions of
target tracking, 0 1≤ ≤CFR , 0 1≤ ≤CFIR .

    Decision certainty CFR of the subsystem based on

Radar is defined as following:

 CF R
P

PR R Radar
R capture

R falarm

= × × × −

−
α β∆

where α R  is the normalizing factor, R is the distance

of the target, [ ]β Radar ∈ 0 1,  is the ratio of signal to

noise, PR capture−  is the probability of capturing the

target, PR falarm−  is the probability of false alarm.

    Decision certainty CFIR of the subsystem based on

IR Image is defined as following:

CF N
P

PIR IR match pixel IR
IR capture

IR falarm

= × × × × −

−
α τ β

where α IR  is the normalizing factor, τ match is the ratio

of match obtained by the neural classifier. Npixel is the

number of pixels of the target in the IR image,

[ ]β IR ∈ 0 1,  is the ratio of signal to noise, PIR capture−  is

the probability of capturing the target, PIR falarm−  is the

probability of false alarm.

    The joint decision of target tracking (that is, tracking

angular velocity of the missile) is:

q
CF

CF C
q

CF

CF CF
qfusion

IR

IR R
IR

R

IR R
Radar

. . .
=

+
× +

+
× From

the definition of CFR, CFIR , q fusion

.

, following

conclusions can be derived:

-- CFR declines along with the decrease of the distance



of the target; CFIR ascends along with the decrease of

the distance of the target. At the beginning of middle

stage, q fusion

.

is mainly determined by   q Radar

.
; along

with the decrease of the distance of the target, the

proportion of q Radar

.
 in q fusion

.

decreases gradually

while the proportion of q IR

.
 in q fusion

.

increases

gradually.  So the joint decision of target tracking can
realize the smooth transition from initial stage

( q qfusion Radar

. .
= ) to end stage ( q qfusion IR

. .
= ).

When the subsystem based on Radar is interfered, the

joint decision of target tracking q fusion

.

is mainly

determined by the decision of target tracking q IR

.

obtained by the subsystem based on IR Image; when
the subsystem based on IR Image is interfered, the joint

decision of target tracking q fusion

.

is mainly determined

by the decision of target tracking q Radar

.
 obtained by

the subsystem based on Radar.

4. Conclusions

  Data fusion is very important and useful for target

recognition and tracking.  A system with multi-sensors

can fuse data from different sensors to overcome the

limitations in the system with single sensor, it can

make use of the complementary and redundancy of

data from different sensors to improve the precision

and robustness of target recognition and tracking. Data

fusion at characteristic level can combine characteristics from

different sensors to improve the ability of target recognition.

Recognition of dot targets based on inference of rules

and recognition of face targets based on a neural

classifier have been presented, which simplify the

modeling of target recognition and can deal with target

recognition effectively. Data fusion at decision level can

improve the reliability and anti-interference of object

tracking, target tracking under three stages and based on

decision certainty have been presented, which combines the

advantages of Radar (e.g. big sphere of action) and the

advantages of IR Image (e.g. high precision of target

recognition and tracking when the distance of the target is

short) and can realize the smooth transition of three stages.

    Hardware realization 4  of our system target

recognition and tracking will be discussed elsewhere.
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